Seagrave Aerial Ladders

Higher performance when you need it most...

Every aerial ladder is built and tested to stringent specifications right in the Seagrave plant. Each aerial built must pass a rigorous, comprehensive, third-party inspection before being released — testing and verification that ensures your safety and Seagrave’s high quality standards.

- All steel design manufactured high strength at high temperatures — no accumulation of metal fatigue over extended heat exposure
- Totally greenhouse ladder design offers ease in cleaning and maintenance after the toughest jobs
- Rubber rung covers are safety grip design
- Telescoping wetterway with dianamic protection against scratching and a unwind
- Nitro seals operate in -40°F to +200°F
- 4 serving provides optimum rigidity — even against shear winds

SG-150

Mid-mount Tractor-Drawn Aerials allow quick access to congested urban fire scenes

Planetary Drive Gearbox
- Provides smooth, quiet movement with more finite control
- Control for deceleration eliminates “jolt” damage to aerial while ensuring personnel safety
- Easy to service from top

Seagrave Aerial Ladders
- Reverse roller, Teflon-impregnated wear strips — longer lasting and easy to replace in the field
- Balanced design requires no special tools or external lubrication

Seagrave Service
- Seagrave Fire Apparatus are sold and serviced by a nationwide, factory-trained dealer organization that is readily available to assist with all your service and technical support needs for the total Seagrave product, including cabs, chassis, bodies, pumps, ladders and aerial components. In addition, these professionals can help with specifying all the many features and options on your next custom Seagrave. Your local Seagrave dealer can be identified on the Seagrave web site, or by calling us.

Tractor-Drawn Aerials

Made for a lifetime of use in the most demanding profession in public service.

Seagrave Financing
- Choose any of several attractive prepay options that serve to lower acquisition cost
- Seagrave can provide lease-purchase financing tailored to any Fire Department budget
- Proposals are immediate and easily understood

Seagrave Aerial Ladders
- Universal hoist mechanism removes “jolt” damage to aerial while ensuring personnel safety
- Provides smooth, quiet movement with more finite control
- Easy service access from top
- Optional couplings further enhance a litter cab visibility

Options
- Three different styles
- Several mount options

Greaseless Aerial Ladders
- Replaceable, Teflon-impregnated wear strips — longer lasting and easy to replace in the field
- Balanced design requires no special tools or external lubrication

Mid-mount Tractor-Drawn Aerials allow quick access to congested urban fire scenes

I-Beam Steel Ladders — a Seagrave Exclusive
- High strength-to-weight ratio
- Painted exterior and seal-coated interior for optimum corrosion resistance
- Teflon-impregnated wear strips — longer lasting and easy to replace in the field
- Balanced design requires no special tools or external lubrication

Seagrave’s Aerial Ladders are sold and serviced by a nationwide, factory-trained dealer organization that is readily available to assist with all your service and technical support needs for the total Seagrave product, including cabs, chassis, bodies, pumps, ladders and aerial components. In addition, these professionals can help with specifying all the many features and options on your next custom Seagrave. Your local Seagrave dealer can be identified on the Seagrave web site, or by calling us.

Seagrave Financing
- Choose any of several attractive prepay options that serve to lower acquisition cost
- Seagrave can provide lease-purchase financing tailored to any Fire Department budget
- Proposals are immediate and easily understood

Seagrave Service
- Seagrave Fire Apparatus are sold and serviced by a nationwide, factory-trained dealer organization that is readily available to assist with all your service and technical support needs for the total Seagrave product, including cabs, chassis, bodies, pumps, ladders and aerial components. In addition, these professionals can help with specifying all the many features and options on your next custom Seagrave. Your local Seagrave dealer can be identified on the Seagrave web site, or by calling us.
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The Foundation of Ladder Stability

1. Inverse ratio on elevation and extension. 
2. Inverse ratio on twist and elevation.
3. Ladder twist is in the same direction as cap twist to maintain a level tip.
4. Forward and reverse twist are limited to maintain a level tip.
5. H-frame with a pinnable waterway.  
6. Norris and Tiller haunted ladder design.
7. Seagrave’s 90° Setup. 
8. No fifth wheel lockup and no operating restrictions. 
9. 180° tractor arc allows maximum set-up.
Performance you can depend upon ...